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ABSTRACT
The Advanced LIGO and Advanced Virgo gravitational wave detectors have detected a popula-
tion of binary black hole mergers in their first two observing runs. For each of these events
we have been able to associate a potential sky location region represented as a probability
distribution on the sky. Thus, at this point we may ask the question of whether this distribution
agrees with the isotropic model of the universe or if there is any evidence of anisotropy. We
perform Bayesian model selection between an isotropic and a simple anisotropic model, taking
into account the anisotropic selection function caused by the underlying antenna patterns and
sensitivity of the interferometers over the sidereal day. Using the ten binary mergers, we find a
Bayes factor of ∼ 16 : 1 in favour of the isotropic model over a simple pixel-based distribution
on the sky. This suggests that the available data from the first two observing runs is better
described with an isotropic model. However, the first detections were mostly poorly localised
in the sky (before the Advanced Virgo joined the network), spanning large portions of the
sky and hampering detection of potential anisotropy. Thus, it would be appropriate to repeat
this analysis with events from the ongoing third LIGO observational run and with a more
sophisticated cosmological model.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The first detection of gravitational waves by Advanced LIGO (Ab-
bott et al. 2018; LIGO Scientific Collaboration 2015; Harry 2010;
Abbott et al. 2016b), revealed the existence of a detectible popu-
lation of coalescing stellar-mass binary black holes (BBHs). This
was confirmed by subsequent BBH detections in two observing
runs (O1 (Abbott et al. 2016a), O2 (Abbott et al. 2017a; Abbott
et al. 2017c; Abbott et al. 2017b)), during the latter of which the
Advanced Virgo detector joined the network (Virgo Collaboration
2014). The location of the mergers can be determined by perform-
ing a coherent analysis of the data from the two-or three-detector
network, using either a rapid localisation algorithm (Singer & Price
2016) or a full parameter estimation method (Veitch et al. 2015).
Although the initial detections could be constrained to only tens
to hundreds of square degrees, the addition of Advanced Virgo to
the network has resulted in improved localisation of subsequent
detections such as GW170814 (Abbott et al. 2017b).
With 10 BBH detections being announced to date from O1 and
O2, it is possible to begin to determine the properties of the source
population, such as the rate, sky and mass distribution (Abbott et al.
2016c,a, 2019c). This type of question is addressed by a hierarchical
analysis of the sources, which must include the effect of the detector
sensitivity on the detectible events. Previous studies have looked at
the variation of the selection function with mass, spin, and sidereal
time (O’Shaughnessy et al. 2010; Dominik et al. 2015; Ng et al.
2018; Chen et al. 2017). The situation is further complicated by the
large uncertainties on the source location, particularly during O1
when only the two LIGO detectors were operational.
Standard cosmological models are consistent with the cosmo-
logical principle, that the properties of the universe are the same for
all observers when viewed on large scales. One of the two testable
consequences of this being that the universe, and as an extension,
gravitational wave sources, would be distributed isotropically. Anal-
ysis of cosmic microwave background temperature and polarisa-
tion fluctuations using Planck observations have concluded that
anisotropy is strongly disfavoured (Saadeh et al. 2016). However,
gravitational wave observations provide an independent channel
through which to verify this conclusion. In addition, current gravita-
tional wave detections and a subset of those expected in the future
will likely not satisfy the condition of being viewed at large scales.
The largest observed structure (Horvath et al. 2013) (defined by the
spatial distribution of gamma-ray burst events) is ∼ (Gpc) in size
and corresponds to the current most distant detected BBH events.
Hence, it will be interesting to study whether the observed sky
distribution of gravitational wave events matches that of the local
structure seen via electromagnetic channels.
In this work we will address the issue of the distribution of
sources over the sky, taking into account the sky-variation of the
selection function of the detector network during the first two ob-
serving runs. Out intent is to compare two models; an isotropic
source population and an anisotropic model that divides the sky into
a finite set of pixels. In Section 2 we describe these models together
with our analysis, report the results in Section 3 and in Section 4
we summarise the results, discuss the model and its astrophysical
significance.
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1.1 Data
The posterior samples containing information about the sky lo-
calisation of events were taken from the LIGO data releases via
the Gravitational-Wave Open Science Center (GWOSC) (Vallis-
neri et al. 2015), and the following events were used: GW150914,
LVT151012, GW151226, GW170104, GW170608, GW170729,
GW170809, GW170814, GW170818 and GW170823 (Abbott et al.
2019b). In the subsequent analysis we limit each event to 1000 pos-
terior samples to reduce the computational complexity and weight
each event equally. Figure 1 shows a scatter plot of samples from
the sky posterior probability densities for all events, binned into 12
pixels. A large proportion of all samples is coming from a single
region of the sky (mostly due to GW170814 and GW170809 being
tightly localised), whereas some areas of the sky have almost no
samples. As for the power spectral density (PSD) curves, we sepa-
rately consider the PSD estimates at the time of event (LIGO-Virgo
Collaboration 2019) and run-averaged (Daniel Sigg 2016a,b; LIGO-
Virgo Collaboration 2018) estimates, using the publicly available
noise curves (Abbott et al. 2019b).
2 ANALYSIS
Ultimately, the focus of this work is to represent the distribution of
BBH sources on the sky. To do so, there are two readily available
methods of decomposing the sky into either a finite set of pixels or
spherical harmonics. In this work, for simplicity, we opt for a model
that decomposes the sky into a finite set of pixels.
In this pixelated anisotropic model we divide the sky into N
pixels of equal area 4pi/N steradians. Each pixel i has a parameter
ai (which is further referred to as pixel weight), describing the
stellar-mass BBH merger rate per steradian within that pixel. In case
of the anisotropic model the number of pixels was chosen to be
Nani = 12, since in the subsequent analysis we work with HEALPix
maps (Go´rski et al. 2005) via the Python package Healpy where
12 is the minimum number of pixels available, making the analysis
computationally inexpensive, while still ensuring the model has
freedom to detect large-scale anisotropy. For the isotropic model
we simply use Niso = 1, wherein the whole sky is described by one
pixel, ensuring a uniform distribution of the rate of BBH mergers.
Given that the pixel weights give the rate per steradian, we also infer
the total rate as an integral over the whole sky. Moreover, HEALPix
divides the sky into N pixels with a fixed distribution. Therefore to
allow for different angular distribution of pixels we introduce three
Euler angles ~φ ≡ {α,β ,γ} to describe the reference position and
orientation of the HEALPix grid.
We perform a Bayesian analysis to estimate the pixel weights
~a ≡ {ai} and to perform model selection between the isotropic
and non-isotropic models. For a given model I ∈ (ISO,ANISO),
gravitational wave datasets {x j} for each of a number of detections
Nobs, and where D indicates detection (described in Subsection 2.1),
the posterior on the parameters ~θ = {~a, ~φ}, where ~a are the pixel
weights and ~φ the Euler angles, is given by
p(~θ |Nobs,{x j}, D, I) =
p(Nobs,{x j}|~θ , D, I)p(~θ |D, I)
p(Nobs,{x j}|D, I)
. (1)
In this analysis the pixel weights~a describe the rate of BBH mergers
per unit volume (both models assume homogenous distribution of
mergers within each pixel), per unit time, per unit steradian, i.e. the
units of~a are [~a] = Gpc−3yr−1sr−1. This allows us to compute the
total rate R ([R] = Gpc−3yr−1) as
R= ∆∑
i
ai, (2)
i.e. the sum of the product of pixel weights and pixel areas ∆, mak-
ing R conditionally dependant on ~a. The Euler angles ~φ are used
to calculate a rotation matrix to rotate the GW datasets {x j} to
accommodate for different orientations of the fixed HEALpix grid.
Having obtained the expression for the posterior (Eq. 1) we
calculate the evidences for each model,
p(Nobs,{x j}|D, I) =
∫
p(Nobs,{x j}, |~θ , D, I)p(~θ |D, I)dn~θ . (3)
The ratio of evidences from the two models gives us the Bayes
factor between them, indicating the relative support for one over
the other that is imparted by a particular set of observations. For
the isotropic model there is only pixel, hence one pixel weight aiso
related to the total rate as R= 4piaiso. Moreover, the isotropic model
is also independent of the Euler angles ~θ . We use the nested sam-
pling algorithm (Skilling 2006) implemented in a Python package
CPNest (Veitch et al. 2017) to sample the posterior and obtain the
evidences.
2.1 Selection function
The selection function describes the interferometer sensitivity for
a given distribution of BBH masses as a function of sky position
and distance. We consider both the O1 and O2 runs separately and
define the selection function following (Abbott et al. 2019a) as
p(D|Ω,dL, I) =
∞∫
ρthresh
dρ p(ρ|Ω,dL, ~ϑ , I)p(~ϑ |Ω, I)p(dL |I) (4)
where a signal is modelled as detected if its signal-to-noise-
ratio ρ is measured above a predefined threshold. The probabil-
ity of detection, conditional on the sky location, is computed by
marginalising over the prior ranges of the distance and the remain-
ing source parameters denoted by ~ϑ (inclination, polarisation, etc.).
The mass distribution of the primary is assumed to be a power-law
p(m1) ∝ m−2.351 , with a minimum mass of 5M, and the secondary
to be uniformly distributed, being always less massive than the
primary. Furthermore, a constraint is placed on the sum of the pri-
mary and secondary to be always less than 100M. This choice of
BBH mass distribution is consistent with the estimated distribution
following the O1 observing run (Abbott et al. 2016a).
Since we are interested in anisotropy, we must consider the di-
rectional sensitivity of the detectors. The detectors are most sensitive
to sources positioned directly above and below the detector (An-
derson et al. 2001). As the Earth rotates, the antennae response
function is smeared out in right-ascension, but as noted in (Chen
et al. 2017), there is a tendency for the detector sensitivity to vary
over the course of the day due to human activity near the sites.
This, therefore, produces a selection function which is specific to
the observing conditions during a particular observing run. A full
treatment of this would need to use the actual noise power spectra as
a function of time throughout the observing run, but we approximate
this by taking the run-averaged power spectrum, and integrating the
antenna response function over sidereal time, using a weight of one
when the detector was taking science quality data (Vallisneri et al.
2015). We plot this averaged selection for both observing runs in
Fig. 4. The ratio of the maximum and minimum averaged selection
function in Fig. 4 is about 1.5 and 1.4 for O1 and O2 respectively,
indicating that in the O2 run the detectors showed marginally less
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Figure 1. A sky map divided into 12 pixels of equal area, the colour scale indicates the number of events per pixel (calculated by counting the number of
posterior samples in each pixel, normalised by the total number of samples per event). About∼ 2.2 events are assigned to the highest density pixel as GW170814
and partially GW170809 are tightly localised to that pixel. Some pixels contain almost no samples; the pixel with the largest fraction of events contains ∼ 15
times more samples than the pixel with the smallest fraction.
preference for certain directions. This can be explained by the in-
creased up-time of the O2 run, which reduces the overall variation
in right ascension.
Fig. 2 shows the resulting selection functions (probability of
detection) for O1 and O2 are plotted as a function of distance for
multiple sky positions. This shows the effect described above, with
anisotropic variations favouring the latitudes directly above the
LIGO detectors, but with the response function smeared out in right
ascension by the Earth’s rotation. Nonetheless there is still some
variation in right ascension, which is more pronounced for the O1
run. Comparing the two panels also shows the overall increase in
detection sensitivity in the O2 run.
Marginalising out the distance we obtain the probability of
detection as a function of right ascension and declination. To cal-
culate the probability of detection at the time of events we use the
PSD estimate at the time of the BBH merger. This, along with the
merger time, fully specifies the orientation of the network geometry
in an Earth-fixed coordinate system which rotates in time along
with the Earth. Examples of the probability of detection function
for GW151226 and GW170104 are shown in Fig. 3. The figure also
shows the brights spots of high probability from which a detection
would be expected and the relative increase in sensitivity (about
one order of magnitude) between the two runs. The probability of
detection maps are rendered on a higher dimensional map (3072
pixels) compared to the 12-dimensional map of pixel weights.
We only use the LIGO Hanford-Livingston detector network
for this analysis since these were the only 2 detectors used to de-
termine detection in the O1 and O2 runs (Abbott et al. 2019b), the
Advanced Virgo detector (Acernese et al. 2014) only joined at the
end of the O2 run. However, despite Virgo’s lower sensitivity during
O2 relative to the LIGO detectors, addition of its data for, for exam-
ple, GW170814 (Abbott et al. 2017b) yielded significantly better
localisation compared to the earlier detections.
Pixel weight ai [0, 150] Gpc−3yr−1sr−1
Total astrophysical rate R
[
10−5, 750
]
Gpc−3yr−1
First Euler angle about the z-axis α [0,2pi]
Second Euler angle about the y-axis cosβ [0.75,1]
Third Euler angle about the z-axis γ [0,2pi]
Table 1. Prior ranges on inferred parameters ~θ and the total rate R.
2.2 Prior
In the isotropic case, the only free parameter of the model is R,
the overall rate of mergers measured in Gpc−3yr−1. We choose a
Jeffreys prior,
p(R|ISO) ∝ R−1/2, (5)
which allows a direct comparison with rate estimates published by
the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration using sophisticated measurements of
sensitive time-volume and models of the source population (Abbott
et al. 2019c).
For the anisotropic model with N equal-area pixels, we have
parameters a1 . . .aN . Since we wish to compare to the isotropic
model, we specify the prior on the overall rate R (Eq. 2) to have the
same Jeffreys form as Eq. 2.2, so
p(R|ANISO) ∝ R−1/2 ∝
∫
p(R|~a)p(~a|ANISO)dN~a.
Since we do not favour any particular pixel a-priori it should be
symmetric in ai↔ a j . The following prior fulfils this criteria, while
being uniform on the N−1-simplex of possible~as for a particular
R,
p(~a|ANISO) ∝
(
N
∑
i
ai
)−(2N−1)/2
.
Boundaries found in Table 1 are applied to the inferred pa-
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Figure 2. Comparison of survival functions for the O1 (a) and O2 (b) runs, where each line is the survival function sampled at a discrete sky position. The
detectors are most sensitive towards directions above and below, and least sensitive to directions in the plane of the detector. There is a significant increase in
sensitivity between the two runs.
(a) p(D |Ω, I) at the time of GW151226. (b) p(D |Ω, I) at the time of GW170104.
Figure 3. Probability of detection maps at the time of GW151226 (a) from O1 run and GW170104 from O2 run (b), with the respective posterior samples
scattered over. The maps were calculated with the PSD at the time of event detection and marginalising the selection function over distance. While the pattern is
the same due to presence of only two LIGO detectors, the magnitude of the detection probability increases for GW170104 as the detectors were more sensitive
during the O2 run.
(a) Mean p(D |Ω, I) for the O1 run (b) Mean p(D |Ω, I) for the O2 run
Figure 4. Mean probability of detections maps for the O1 (a) and O2 (b) runs, with posterior samples for events from O1 and O2 scattered over. The maps were
calculated with the average PSD for each run, marginalising the selection function over distance and time averaging the p(D |Ω, t, I), where t is the GPS time,
over the times the detectors were operational.
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rameters. Note that the boundary on the total rate R is well outside
of the range found by the O1 and O2 run (Abbott et al. 2019c).
The Euler angles rotate the angular distribution of pixels, however
without restricting the range of rotations the posterior would become
strongly degenerate as multiple combinations of the Euler angles
would correspond to the identical orientation of the HEALpix grid.
Our intent in setting the boundaries for the Euler angles is twofold.
First, we choose a uniform prior over the ranges as shown in Table 1.
Second, to avoid degeneracy of the likelihood we enforce a condition
wherein no pixel centre can be rotated beyond its original boundary.
An example of this degeneracy is rotating the pixel grid about the
z-axis by an angle that corresponds to the angular separation of two
nearby pixel centres that lie in in the x−y plane. The range of cosβ
was restricted (Table 1) as values outside this range would violate
the aforementioned second condition.
2.3 Likelihood
In our specific problem, the likelihood function p(Nobs,{x j}|~θ , I)
depends on the data for each detected event (yielding estimates
of their sky position and distance) and the selection function. The
likelihood can be split into so called number and event likelihood
respectively (Mandel et al. 2018),
p
(
Nobs,
{
x j
} |~θ ,D, I)= P(Nobs|~θ , D̂, I) p({x j} |~θ ,D j, I) , (6)
where D̂ indicates the use of the averaged selection function over the
period of the observing run and D j indicates the selection function
evaluated using the state of the detector network at the time of
the jth detection. Furthermore, the number likelihood is a Poisson
process, thus we can use the marginalisation rule to introduce the
expected number of detections N̂, such that
P
(
Nobs|~θ , D̂, I
)
=
∫
P
(
Nobs|N̂, I
)
p
(
N̂|~θ , D̂, I
)
dN̂.
The first term on the right hand side of the equation above is the
Poisson probability of Nobs given the expected number N̂. The sec-
ond term, the probability density function of the expected number,
is the Dirac delta function at N̂R, which is determined by the average
rate of BBHs mergers and the interferometers’ selection function,
hence
P
(
Nobs|~θ , D̂, I
)
= P
(
Nobs|N̂ = N̂R, I
)
=
N̂NobsR
Nobs!
e−N̂R . (7)
To compute the expected number of detections N̂R, we integrate
the product of the selection function and the expected density of
detections over time and volume. Since the detectors are not equally
sensitive in all directions, and the detection probability falls off
at higher distances, this selection is crucial in obtaining a correct
estimate for our purposes of finding any anisotropy. We can think
of this as the observable fraction of the actual number of mergers
Nmerg = RVT , where R is the average rate per space-time volume as
defined in Eq. (2),V is the volume, and T the observation time. Since
the detection probability vanishes at sufficiently high distances, our
result will be independent of the choice of V provided we consider
a volume much larger than the observable one. We note that for
this analysis we have assumed a distance prior ∼ d2L where dL
is the luminosity distance, which is consistent with a Euclidean
universe. We have also assumed an underlying astrophysical rate
that is constant with distance (and therefore with redshift). Since
our primary aim is to test anisotropy (and not homogeneity) coupled
with the fact that our detections are positioned in the local universe
we expect that the impact of these assumptions (which are shared by
both models) to be a second order effect. The expected total number
of detections is given by
N̂R = Nmerg
∫∫ ∂ 2Nobs
∂Ω∂dL
ddLdΩ
= RVT
∫∫
p
(
D̂|Ω, dL, I
)
p(Ω, dL|~a, I)ddLdΩ
= RVT
∫
p
(
D̂|Ω, I
)
p(Ω|~a, I)dΩ,
(8)
where the distance dL is marginalised out in the last step and
p(D̂|Ω, I) is the probability of detection as a function of sky position
averaged over the times when the interferometers were operating.
The expected number of events is evaluated separately for O1 and
O2, as the selection function and observation time differ for each
run.
The event likelihood in Eq. (6) can be split into a product over
all events, since we assume they are independent of each other,
p
({x j}|~a,D j, I)= Nobs∏
j
p
(
x j|~a,D j, I
)
.
This can be further expressed using Bayes’s theorem, the marginali-
sation rule and noting that p(D j|x j,~a, I) = 1 for the detections. The
prior and evidence in Eq. (9) can be expanded by marginalising over
distance and solid angle, giving us
p
(
x j|~θ ,D j, I
)
=
p
(
x j|~θ , I
)
p
(
D j|~θ , I
)
=
∫
dΩ
∫
dL p
(
x j|Ω,dL, I
)
p
(
Ω,dL|~θ , I
)
∫
dΩ
∫
dL p
(
D j|Ω,dL, I
)
p
(
Ω,dL|~θ , I
)
≈
1
N ∑
N
k p
(
Ω j,k,dL,k|~θ , I
)
∫
dΩ p
(
D j|Ω, I
)
p
(
Ω|~θ , I
) ,
(9)
where in the final step we evaluate the integral in the numerator via
Monte Carlo approximation over the GWOSC posterior samples
(indexed by k), and marginalise out distance in the expression in the
denominator,
p
(
D j|Ω, I
)
=
∫
dL p
(
D j|Ω,dL, I
)
p(dL|I) ,
as we assume that the probability of a source originating from a
given sky area (pixel) is independent of the distance,
p(Ω,dL|~a, I) = p(Ω|~a, I) p(dL|I) . (10)
The selection function p(D j|Ω, I) is taken to be the value at the time
of detection of the jth event and the probability density function of
a sky position within the ith pixel is taken to be uniform within the
pixel and proportional to the pixel weight ai. As mentioned earlier,
we also assume that the prior on the distance is proportional to its
square, thus we are only considering a static Euclidean universe in
this simplified model.
3 RESULTS
The isotropic model is parametrised only by a single pixel, which
spans the entire sky, making it invariant under the angular distri-
bution of pixels and independent of the Euler angles. On the other
hand, the anisotropic model consists of a 15-dimensional parameter
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Anisotropic model total rate R̂ani 64.9+36.1−32.4 Gpc
−3yr−1
Isotropic model total rate R̂iso 60.5+40.5−24.3 Gpc
−3yr−1
LVC total rate 53.2+58.5−28.8 Gpc
−3yr−1
Bayes factor ZISO/ZANISO ∼ 16 : 1
Table 2. Comparison of the total rate of our models with the LVC result and
the Bayes factor ratio of the isotropic and anisotropic model.
space. Each posterior sample for the anisotropic case contains a
set of pixel weights and the associated Euler angles describing the
orientation of the HEALPix grid. It follows then that in each sample
the pixels will correspond to different locations on the sky, which is
accounted for before averaging the pixel weights. In Fig. 6 we show
the maximum likelihood probability sample. To average the pixel
weights, the original 12 pixels are split to a set of 12,288 pixels
which map the samples onto a finer basis, while preserving their
respective values. This larger set is rotated and then averaged out
as this corresponds to returning to the original coordinate system,
resulting in smoothing of the original 12-dimensional pixel basis
and rendering the mean pixel weights on a higher-dimensional map.
The averaged pixel map of posterior samples for the anisotropic
model is shown in Fig. 7. Two parts of the sky have above average
values of rate density, corresponding to the areas with the highest
density of samples (Fig. 1). However, the ratio of the maximum to
the minimum rate densities is ∼ 3, while the ratio of the maximum
to the minimum number of GW event posterior samples per pixel
is ∼ 15 (Fig. 1), illustrating how the selection functions differs
between the sampling of the posterior and a simple samples count.
Furthermore, we obtain estimates of the total rate R (defined
in Eq. 2) as in our analysis the rate is conditionally dependant upon
the pixel weights. In Fig. 5 we show the histogram of the total rate
and compare the results for our two models. We quote our results
with 90% credibility intervals in Table 2. The confidence intervals
we obtain are marginally tighter than the LVC estimate of the total
rate (Abbott et al. 2019c). This difference can be attributed to a
number of differing assumptions between the LVC analysis and our
own. These include, but are not limited to the facts that: our anal-
ysis makes different prior assumptions about the black hole mass
distribution, and that we do not marginalise over uncertainty in the
mass power law index and our model assumes a maximum total
mass. In addition, we have not used a realistic cosmological model
for our redshift distribution, we have considered only the inspiral
component of the signal waveform as opposed to the full inspiral,
merger, and ringdown, and our selection function is computed ana-
lytically and not empirically from simulated signal injections into
real non-Gaussian detector noise.
To answer the question of whether the BBH mergers are dis-
tributed isotropically on the sky, we calculate the Bayes factor be-
tween the two hypotheses by taking ratios of the evidences of our
two models (defined in Eq. 3). We arrive at a Bayes factor of∼ 16 : 1
in favour of the isotropic model, indicating that the 10 events from
O1 and O2 runs are better described by the isotropic model.
Lastly, to test our model we replace the 10 events from O1 and
O2 with 10 copies of GW170814, simulating an anisotropic scenario
wherein all GW events come from the same location. The resulting
Bayes factor in this case is ∼ 105 in favour of the anisotropic model.
4 CONCLUSION
We perform a Bayesian model selection analysis comparing an
isotropic and anisotropic, pixellated, models of the BBH astrophysi-
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Figure 5. Posterior probability distributions on the rate R of BBH mergers,
assuming the isotropic and anisotropic models. The results are consistent
with the LVC estimate of the total rate 53.2+58.5−28.8 Gpc
−3yr−1 of BBH mergers
Figure 6. Example of a posterior sample for the anisotropic model, corre-
sponding to the maximum likelihood probability. The GW event samples are
rotated relative to the original coordinate system (Fig. 1).
cal rate. We show that the 10 detected BBH events from O1 and O2
runs are sufficient in favouring the a priori expected isotropic model
with a Bayes factor of ∼ 16 : 1. This result was expected as the
underlying distribution of BBH mergers is thought to be isotropic,
however with only 10 events forming our measured dataset a strong
statement about isotropy should not be expected. Nevertheless, with
the ongoing O3 run more events will become available for this anal-
ysis and, furthermore, the O3 events should be better localised due
to sensitivity improvements at the Virgo site. Thus, in the future
we predict that this work can be used to significantly strengthen
our belief in the isotropic model over an anisotropic model as the
number of detections increases. Alternatively, the analysis can be
interpreted as an important probe for finding anisotropies should
they exist.
The anisotropic model is described with 15 parameters which
gives a very large parameter space for the model, most of which is
incompatible with the data. Since we made a decision to use a pixel
basis and the minimum number of pixels a HEALpix map supports
is 12 it was not possible to easily switch to a lower dimensional
basis. Thus, one of the future possibilities of this project would be
to to perform this analysis in a spherical harmonic basis. A spherical
harmonic basis would potentially allow for a lower dimensional
parameter space, for example, the simplest anisotropic spherical har-
monic model would have 4 weight parameters (polynomial degree
lmax = 1). Such spherical harmonic approaches could be readily
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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Figure 7. A mean map of pixel weights averaged over the different rotations of the posterior distributions such as Fig. 6. The individual samples were rendered
on a smoother basis of 12288 pixels (the weights are defined per steradian, thus independent of the pixel size), rotated to a default frame of reference and
averaged. The ratio of the maximum to the minimum rate density of the map is ∼ 3.
used to model different anisotropy models, providing us with an
alternative representation with which to compare the benchmark
isotropic model.
Also, in this analysis the prior probability density function
(PDF) on luminosity distance is consistent with that of a simple,
static Euclidean universe. As the interferometers are being upgraded
in terms of sensitivity it would be reasonable to include a cosmolog-
ical model of an expanding universe since some events are already
at significant redshifts. However, we do not expect this to change
the result dramatically, rather it should result in scaling the selection
function and providing us with better tools that could be used in
further applications. Finally, and potentially most importantly, at
the time of writing, only ten events (from O1 and O2) have been
published by the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration. The ongoing O3 run
is living up to expectations and has provided ∼ 40 additional can-
didates to date (LIGO-Virgo Collaboration 2020). Such additional
data will only serve to strengthen the analysis presented here and
we are eager to use these events to compare our BBH distribution
models. In the limit of large numbers of detections, if BBH sources
trace the large scale structure of the universe we might expect that
a general anisotropic model might be favoured over isotropy. This
scenario would allow us to meaningfully compare our results to the
distribution of visible matter in the universe.
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